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Competing with our new semi-automatic machines on the market 
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1.  There are many Chinese semi-auto strapping machines. Even for other Taiwanese semi-auto 
strapping machines, most of them are hybrid (China & Taiwan). Compared with these Chinese 
products, the price difference is quite small. For such a small price difference, it does not 
make any sense to buy China made machines. The after sales service cost incurred may cost 
you much more than the buying cost you saved. 

 
2. If you face price sensitive customers, do not forget that Transpak offers you more support:     

• Transpak offers a 2-year warranty while other manufactures only offer a 1-year warranty. 

• The quality is different. For example: 

- The semi auto strapping machines are 100% made in a Taiwan ISO9001 factory. 

- Better components: Japanese/European brand micro switch, bearing, switch...etc 
are used. Other manufacturers use Chinese made parts. The cost is different. The 
quality is also different. The cost of the bearing used is 3 to 4 times higher than a 
Chinese bearing. The reliability is quite different. You may possibly spend over 
US$100 to solve the problem. That's why Transpak insists on using the best 
quality parts even the costs are higher.   

- The material and the treatment way of the parts are different: Like the Press Bar, 
Front Bar and Rear Bar; imported special steel is used to make them. They are 
sharp, durable and long life span. On the contrary other manufacturers use medium 
carton steel or cast forming. The life span and durability is totally different.   

- The thickness of metal plate for the machine body is different:  
The metal plate used for the machine body is thicker than Chinese brands. It's 
difficult to tell this from the appearance; however, this will influence the durability.  
Even though the metal cost keeps escalating, it doesn't change any specification.  
 
and many more.... 
 
In short, the benefits of the machines are great quality, long durability and to  
save your maintenance cost.         

     
• You have quick and better service: Emphasizing on this may also help you secure the 

orders.    
  
Selling Transpak's products means you are selling "quality" and "value". Under this 
circumstance, it will be hard for your competitors to beat you. Of course, Transpak will 
keep developing new products to support your sales and keep you well informed. 

 


